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A defect selective passivation method to block the propagation of threading dislocations in GaN epitaxial growth is demonstrated. The defect selective passivation is done by using defect selective chemical etching to locate defect sites, followed by silicon oxide passivation of the etched pits, and epitaxial over growth. The threading dislocation density in the regrown epilayer is significantly improved from $1 \times 10^9$ to $4 \times 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$. The defect passivated epiflap is used to grow light emitting diode and the output power of the fabricated chip is enhanced by 45% at 20 mA compared to a reference one without using defect passivation. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3266859]

GaN based light emitting devices have attracted great attention in last few years due to its importance in solid state lighting applications. Researchers are actively investigating various approaches to improve device performance. The devices are often epitaxially grown on foreign substrates, for example sapphire. The as grown GaN epitaxial layer has high threading dislocation (TD) density typically in the range of $10^8$–$10^9$ cm$^{-2}$ due to the mismatches in lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients between GaN and sapphire. These defects are nonradiative recombination centers and are detrimental to optoelectronic device performance. The reduction of TD is of great importance for the development of GaN based devices.

There are several epitaxial growth methods to improve crystal quality. A very commonly used one is the epitaxial lateral overgrowth technique (ELOG).1,2 Strips of SiO$_2$ mask along specific crystal direction are deposited on GaN epiflap, followed by epitaxial growth. The growth starts from the window regions and grows vertically as well as laterally to cover the SiO$_2$ strips until obtaining planar surface over whole wafer. The lateral growth above mask area bends the propagation direction of threading dislocation and results in significantly lower defect density. The defect density is however still high at window regions and coalescent boundaries. Another approach is to use patterned sapphire substrate for epitaxial growth,3,4 but the reduction in TD defect density is often not as effective as ELOG method. Other methods use in situ SiN$_x$ or ex situ TiN$_x$ porous insertion layers,5,6 where GaN nucleates from the pores of the inserted layer and lateral overgrowth on top of it. Recently, defect reduction methods using defect selective etching followed by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)7 or hydride vapor phase epitaxy7 regrowth have also been reported. In this letter, we demonstrate a TD reduction method by self-aligned defect selective passivation without the need of photolithography and use it to fabricate a high efficiency light emitting diodes (LED). The defect selective passivation is done by defect selective etching, SiO$_2$ passivation at etch pits, and epitaxial over growth.

The schematic of process flow is shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). A 30 nm of low temperature GaN nucleation layer followed by a 2 µm GaN buffer layer is grown on (0001) sapphire template by low pressure MOCVD. The GaN wafer is immersed in high temperature molten KOH at 280 °C for 10 min. The molten KOH selectively etches defect sites and forms hexagonal pits on GaN surface9 as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). There can be one or several TDs under an etch pit and the KOH etching may not etch all defects, which will be explained later. A 0.5 um SiO$_2$ film is deposited on the etched surface by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition as shown in Fig. 1(b). The SiO$_2$ thin film on the flat surface area is then removed by chemical mechanical polishing, which leaves only SiO$_2$ at the etched pits as shown in Fig. 1(c). The SiO$_2$ fillings at etch pits act as defect passivation to block the continuous propagation of TDs in the subsequent epitaxial growth. The exposed GaN flat surface provides the seed layer for epitaxial regrowth, which grows in
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FIG. 1. (Color online) [a]–[d] Defect selective passivation process flow.
both vertical and lateral direction to cover over the SiO2 passed pits, as shown in Fig. 1(d). This defect passivation and regrowth process can be viewed as a variation of conventional ELOG method but with some unique advantages. First, photolithography patterning is not required. Second, micro SiO2 masks are self-aligned to the TD pits created by defect selective etching. Third, the size of each mask is exactly matched to individual etch pit size. This method, compared to ELOG, provides defect selective passivation rather than random blocking of TD defects.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) are the surface scanning electron microscope (SEM) images corresponding to processing steps Figs. 1(a)–1(c). Figure 2(a) shows the random distribution of hexagonal pits after molten KOH etching. The etched crystal planes are mostly $\{10\bar{1}0\}$ facets. Aside from individual hexagonal pits, there are often several pits clustered together. The etch pit density counting all the individual pits is about $5 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-2}$. The deposited SiO2 thin film follows the etched pit topography as shown in Fig. 2(b). After chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process, only SiO2 in etched pits are left as shown in Fig. 2(c). Small pits are filled with SiO2. For large pits, SiO2 only fills the side walls leaving a void in the center. The subsequent MOCVD epitaxial over growth covers the whole wafer with flat surface. A LED structure with 2 $\mu$m Si-doped n-GaN, ten pairs of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (QWs), and a 30 nm Mg-doped p-GaN were grown on the template. The QW emission wavelength is at 425 nm.

To assess the TD reduction, a tunneling electron microscope (TEM) image was taken as shown in Fig. 3(a). The TD density can be estimated by directly counting the TD lines in the plane-view micrograph. The TD density estimated at the dashed line right below defect passivation layer is about $1 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$. This number is slightly larger than the KOH etch pit density $5 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-2}$. The discrepancy is due to the fact that there can be multiple TDs under an etch pit as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The TD density is significantly reduced to $4 \times 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ at the dashed line near the QW region. SiO2 passivations at etched pits do effectively block the propagation of TDs. The SEM image however also shows that SiO2 fillings do not occur on top of all TDs. In other words, no all the TDs are etched by molten KOH. As a result, some TDs are not blocked and propagate all the way to the top surface. Those TDs not etched by KOH are presumably specific types of TDs resistive to molten KOH etching. It has been reported that KOH preferentially etches screw type TD and is less effective in etching edge and mixed type TDs. To verify if those TDs propagating all the way to the top surface are resistive to KOH etching, the regrown sample was put in molten KOH under the same etching conditions again. The SEM image of the etched sample is shown in Fig. 3(b). There are much less etch pits, with density of only $1 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$. The great reduction in etch pit density from $5 \times 10^8$ to $1 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ shows that the TDs that can be etched by KOH are mostly blocked by the SiO2 fillings in the defect selective passivation process. The etch pit density $1 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ is much smaller than the TD density $4 \times 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ estimated from the cross section TEM image near surface region. Most of TDs not blocked by defect passivation process are those resistive to KOH etching. The sample was subsequently immersed in $195^\circ C$ H$_3$PO$_4$ solution for 20 min. It has been reported that KOH and H$_3$PO$_4$ have different preferential crystallographic etch planes. The surface SEM image is shown in Fig. 3(c). The H$_3$PO$_4$ etch pit morphology is very different from that of KOH etching. The etch pit density is about $1.2 \times 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$. This number is close to the TD density estimated from the TEM image near surface region. This implies that KOH and H$_3$PO$_4$ somehow etches different defect types of TDs and both should probably be used to etch TDs in the defect selective etching process to increase defect passivation coverage.

The optical characteristic is investigated by cathodoluminescent (CL) and SEM cross section images as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). These two images are taken by simply switching detection mode from cathodoluminescent detection to scattering electron detection under the same magnification condition and thus have one to one location correspondence. The CL intensity changes dramatically across SiO2 passivation boundary. The bright CL spots are mostly located at the regrown GaN right on top of SiO2 passivation masks. The intensity of bright CL spot is so high that when it
is adjusted not to saturate detector, the CL intensity difference between lower GaN layer and sapphire become visually hard to distinguish. By analyzing the gray scale levels of image pixels, we can still identify GaN-sapphire interface, which is also confirmed by comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The CL intensity averaged over the cross section area of the regrown layer is measured to be about 23 times of that of the layer below passivation boundary. The threading dislocation defects are strong nonradiative recombination centers. The significant increase in CL intensity demonstrates that the loss of excited carriers due to nonradiative recombination is greatly reduced in the defect passivated layer as a result of the reduction in TD density.

LED chips with size of 300 × 300 μm² were fabricated from the defect passivated epilayer. The optical and electrical characteristics are compared with a reference LED going through the same fabrication process except for the defect passivation layer. The light current (L-I) and voltage current (V-I) curves of the defect passivated LED (DP-LED) and reference LED (R-LED) are shown in Fig. 4(c). The driving voltage of DP-LED (red solid line) is slightly lower than that (black dotted line) of R-LED. We remark that this slightly lower driving voltage may due to the lower defect density. When the defect density is lower, electrons are easier to move across material without scattering thus leading to lower resistance and driving voltage. The optical output power is however significantly enhanced by 45% compared to that of the reference sample at 20 mA. The SiO₂ masks not only block the propagation of TD but also can act as light scattering sites to improve LED light extraction efficiency, similar to the use of patterned GaN-sapphire interface. To reduce light trapped by total internal reflection. A Monte Carlo ray tracing simulation is used to check if light extraction enhancement is a significant part of total output power enhancement. A simplified two-dimensional array of inverted hexagonal pyramid SiO₂ masks is used on the defect passivation layer. Various geometries with 0.7–1 μm lateral size, 0.5–1 μm height, and 3–4 μm center to center spacing are calculated and show a variation of light extraction enhancement from 10%–25%. It shows that light extraction enhancement cannot be totally neglected in the total 45% output power enhancement. The output power enhancement from TD defect reduction is not as large as the above measured CL intensity enhancement. It has been reported that InGaN quantum well emission is less sensitive to TD defects. LEDs using GaN or AlGaN active layer is however very sensitive to TD defects and really requires the reduction of TD.

In summary, we have demonstrated a defect selective passivation method to reduce TD density and used it to fabricate a LED. The defect passivation SiO₂ masks are self-aligned to the TD defect pits created by KOH defect selective etching without photolithography patterning and can significantly reduce TD density from 1 × 10⁹ to 4 × 10⁷ cm⁻². The SiO₂ masks also improve the light extraction efficiency in LED application. TEM image shows that some defects are resistive to KOH etching and propagate all the way to the top surface. Further improvement can be made by exploring additional etching chemicals that are complementary to KOH in defect selective etching to increase the coverage rate of defect selective passivation.
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